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ABSTRACT 
 

Commercially pure nickel-titanium powders were mechanically milled in a ver-
tical attritor mill under protective atmosphere for various times from 10 to 24 hr. 
Products were then compacted and sintered at different temperatures for different 
times. Amorphization and interatomic phase formation were determined 
by X-ray diffractometry, scanning electron microscopy and differential scanning 
calorimetry. Porosity, virtual density, transition temperatures and the amount of 
Ni3Ti first increased and then decreased with the milling time. Presence of oxygen 
in the milling atmosphere showed partial crystallization of NiTi intermetallic 
compound accompanied with titanium oxide formation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

     Mechanical alloying was first developed by Benjamin and Volin in 1974.[1] It 
served as a means of combining the advantages of gamma prime precipitation 
hardening for intermediate strength and oxide dispersion strengthening in a nickel-
base high temperature super alloy. This was also used by Batezzati et al.[2] in1988 to 
prepare mechanically alloyed Ni-Ti powders. Mechanical alloying is now known as 
an alternative way for production of nanocrystalline intermetallic materials.[3,4] 
     It is well known that, besides the three stable intermetallic phases (NiTi2, NiTi, 
and Ni3Ti), several other metastable phases can form during solidification of Ni-Ti 
equiatomic alloy.[5] Ageing supersaturated Ni-rich alloy can cause the segregation of 
Ni4Ti3 and Ni3Ti2 phases before the formation of Ni3Ti,[6-9] whereas NiTi—whose 
high-temperature crystal structure is B2 (CsCl type) with a lattice parameter of about 
0.3 nm—reveals the shape memory effect generally referred to as SME. Annealing 
followed by cold working and aging can result in formation of a rhombohedral 
phase before martensitic transformation.[10,11] 
     The SME is a thermoelastic process that can be induced by cooling of the B2 
phase to a temperature below Ms or by application of an externally applied 
stress.[12,13] During cooling, the so-called parent phase undergoes a diffusionless 
transformation to a martensitic product with a triclinic distortion of the B19 type [14] 
lattice or a monoclinic type[15,16] crystal structure. In Ni-rich alloys, the Ni4Ti3 
precipitate is the closest phase that can induce memory effect.[8,11] This can be 
achieved by annealing of the alloy at 500ºC or less.[17-19] 

     Although considerable achievements have been obtained on Ni-Ti Shape 
memory alloy (SMA) during past years, there are still controversies on how to 
precisely control the SMA characteristics.[20] An important issue is the choice of 
alternative production methods as they affect the chemical homogeneity, the 
porosity, and the contaminants added to the melt. It is, therefore, agreed upon that, 
although the conventional methods like electric arc melting, vacuum induction 
melting or combustion synthesis[21] are suitable for production of Ni-Ti alloys, 
powder metallurgy must also be considered as a beneficial way of production of the 
near-net-shape, fine-grain material that can be applicable to the aerospace, 
automotive, or biomedical industry.[22] 
     The formation of B2 phase in NiTi is very sensitive to the chemical composi-
tion of the alloy. Melting methods have shortcomings due to (1) gas absorption, 
(2) elemental vaporization, (3) segregate formation, and (4) crucible contaminate 
absorption.[23] 
     New powder-metallurgical techniques such as self-propagation high-
temperature synthesis, liquid-phase sintering, explosive shock wave compression, 
and mechanical alloying have more recently been reported for production of NiTi 
from pure elemental powders of nickel and titanium.[23-27] Each method has its own 
advantages, disadvantages and need to further development. 
     Mechanical alloying is a complex process comprised of fragmentation, 
deformation, cold welding, and short range diffusion occurring within a layer of 
powder particles trapped between surfaces of two colliding balls.[28] These events 
occur in a high-energy ball mill, which is usually one of four common devices. One is 
a vertical ball mill, such as attritor mill, in which the balls and the metal powders 
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are charged into a stationary vertical tank and are agitated by impellers radiating 
from a central rotating shaft.[28,29] A Second configuration is the vibratory mill 
exemplified by the SPEX shaker mill. The third is a conventional horizontal ball 
mill, [29] and the last is the planetary ball mill. 
     In this study, a modified attritor mill and a planetary ball mill were used for 
mechanical alloying of the Ni-Ti powders. The products were then compacted and 
sintered to make disklike tablets. The properties of the tablets were determined and 
compared with those produced via other alternative routes. 
 
 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
     Commercially pure powders of Ni (99.9%) with an average particle size of about 
5 µm and Ti (99.9%) with an average particle size of about 30 µm were mixed 
equiatomically and milled in a vertical attritor mill working with chromium steel 
balls of either 7.5 or 4.8 mm diameters. To increase the efficiency of the process, the 
dead zone usually formed at the bottom of the mill[29,30] was eliminated by addition 
of an extra impeller to the end of the shaft.[31] The milling process continued for up 
to 24 hr at two rotational speeds of 350 and 710 rpm under argon atmosphere. 
     Ten grams of mixed powders were first milled in separate stages, and X-ray 
samples were taken at the end of each stage. During milling, the materials were kept 
cold by holding the external surface of the container isothermal so that the 
nonisothermal processes could be avoided. Twenty-two grams of a similar powder 
were then poured into the vial and milled for another 10 hr separated into five 2-hr 
intervals. An X-ray map was taken after 20 hr of the final product. In a separate 
experiment, 20 g of mixed powders were milled at the same conditions but with a 
higher milling rate. The samples were characterized by cobalt radiation 
( Å 1.7903 =λ ) of a Philips diffractometer. 
     The mechanically alloyed powders were compacted at 500 MPa using a single 
action press in a floating die and then annealed at 1000°C for 4 hr. Their virtual 
density was measured by means of floatation method, and an image analyzer 
determined their porosity. The cross-section of the samples was metallographically 
analyzed and their matrix composition was determined by Electron Probe Micro–
Analyzer (EPMA). The transition temperatures of the samples were measured by a 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyzer, which heated the samples up to 
200°C and cooled them down to the room temperature with a heating/cooling rate of 
5°C per minute. 

 
 

3. Results and Discussion 
 
     Figure 1 illustrates the micrographs of the pure powders used in these studies. 
Figure 2 shows the dot map patterns of a typical particle from within a sample that 
was milled for 20 hr. The distribution of nickel and titanium in the particle is a 
measure of the progress of the alloying process. A rough estimation implies that the 
particle consists of around 35 to 40 % nickel and 60 to 65 % titanium, indicating that 
the diffusion process has partially occurred due to the milling operation. 
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     Both grain boundary and volume diffusion can be responsible for the alloying 
process. It has been proven earlier that the formation of high diffusivity paths, such 
as dislocations during mechanical alloying, increases the rate of inter-diffusion of the 
alloying elements.[32] Observations show that the amounts of the diffused materials 
will increase by further milling of the sample. An increase in the milling speed, as well 
as the ball to powder ratio, up to 10:1 will also increase the diffusion rate. 
     X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns indicate a typical broad peak of the 
amorphous phase that appears after 10 hr of milling at 350 rpm (Fig. 3). The 
reason for interchange of the principal titanium peaks after 8 hr of milling, which is 
observable in Fig. 3 is not clear to us. A probable cause might be the formation of 
preferred orientations due to cold working and fracturing of the titanium grains 
accompanying the accumulation of the dislocations during milling. 
     Figure 4 clearly indicates the formation of B19' (martensite) phase from B2 
(austenite) in the sintered samples. Table 1 summarizes the transition temperatures 
of the samples measured after sintering. It is shown that an increase of around 40°C 
in the transition temperatures occurs due to up to 16 hr milling, whereas about 20°C 
decrease occurs due to an additional 2 hr milling. These changes are consistent with 
the ones obtained from comparison of the peaks depicted in Fig. 4. 
     To understand the reason, one should notice the effect of grain size on stability 
of the martensite phase. According to the previous investigations, as the grain size 
decreases, martensite will form easier and would thus be in a more stable 
condition.[33] Refinement of the grain size causes, therefore, increasing of the 
transition temperatures. Further milling, however, results in storage of an excess 
energy in the powders. This causes the decreasing of the virtual temperatures existing 
for recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth, resulting in reduction of the 
transformation temperatures illustrated in Table 1. Every mechanism that has 
a stronger effect causes a greater change in the transformation temperatures of the 
samples. 
     Figure 5 shows the variation of the density of the sintered samples with the 
milling time. As is seen, the density increases with the milling time. This is due to the 
negative molar volume change for formation of TiNi from its pure constituents: 

                
                                (a)                                                                             (b) 
 

Figure 1. Micrographs of pure powders used to make samples: (a) Ni and (b) Ti. (View this 
art in color at www.dekker.com.) 
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Figure 2. X-ray maps of a typical powder particle milled for 20 hr: (a) a powder particle, 
(b) distribution of Ti inside the particle, and (c) distribution of Ni inside the particle. 
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                                       a                                                                   b 
 
Figure 3.   XRD patterns for Ni-Ti mixture after milling in argon for (a) 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 hr 
and (b) 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20 hr. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 4.   XRD patterns of sintered Ni-Ti powders milled in argon gas for (a) 12, (b) 14, 
(c) 16, (d) 18, and (e) 20 hr. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Effect of milling time on the transition temperatures of the samples made by 
sintering of the mechanically alloyed powders. 
 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Milling Time (hr) 
 

 

 

As (ºC) 
 

Af (ºC) 
 

Ms (ºC) 
 

Mf  (ºC) 

12 106.5 129 119 100 

14 142.5 164 148 126 

16 152.0 164 150 142 

18 130.0 146 135 121 
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     ∆VNiTi = − 0.71 cm3/mol 
 

     Figure 5 indicates that after milling for 18 hr, the density of the specimen starts 
to decrease. The reason for this decreasing effect is not obvious to us, but its 
occurrence is assessed with further experiments. Chemical reactions accompanied by 
exchange of different phases of highly reactive unstable nature during prolonged 
mechanical alloying may be responsible for this effect. 
     Variation of the porosity of the sintered sample with the milling time, shown in 
Fig. 6, indicates an unusual trend between 10 and 12 hr. It first increases and then 
decreases with the milling time. To understand the reason, one can pay attention to 
the major sources of porosity in the sample: 
 

• Initial porosity of the specimen before sintering.[34] 
• Porosities produced due to the faster diffusion of nickel in titanium.[35] 
• Shrinkage pores that form because of the solidification of the liquid phase formed 

during sintering.[36] 
• Expansion, which occurs because of the internal combustion of Ni with Ti to 

form NiTi during sintering.[37] 
 

     Mechanical alloying, of coarse, reduced the effects of the second and the forth 
source by application of the milling energy to the specimens. The presence of oxygen, 

 
Figure 5. The change of density with the milling time. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The change of porosity of the sintered sample with the milling time. 
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even at the smallest level, in the milling atmosphere showed, however, that partial 
crystallization of the NiTi intermetallic compound was accompanied by titanium 
oxide formation. Gas absorption, partial oxidation, and clustering of the powders 
were accompanied with great amounts of heat evolution. This heat was constantly 
removed to keep the initial isothermal milling conditions. 
     Figure 7 shows the microstructure of the sintered specimens containing two 
kinds of precipitates: (1) one with a round-shaped edge, and (2) another with a 
sharp-edged shape. The chemical analyses of both kinds and the matrix were 
 
 

                                 
 

                                        a                                                                             b 
 

                            
 

                                        c                                                                             d 
 

       
 

(e) 
 

Figure 7. Microstructure of samples made of powders milled for (a) 10 hr, (b) 12 hr, (c) 14 hr, 
(d) 16 hr, and (e) 18 hr. (View this art in color at www.dekker.com.) 
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determined by EPMA. The results indicated the formation of two compounds; Ni3Ti 
and Ni3Ti2 (Table 2); both being considered as common precipitates in the NiTi 
alloying process. It was seen that the milling time changed the amount of the 
intermetallic phases (Fig. 8), but the amount of Ni3Ti2 was so small that it could not 
be measured with image analyzer. 
     Figure 8 shows that the amount of the intermetallic compound Ni3Ti increases 
with the milling time to a maximum value of about 4% that occurs at t = 12 hr. This 
quantity then decreases to values lower than 0.5%, with the milling time exceeding 
16 hr. Difference in the diffusion coefficients of the nickel and titanium atoms, as 
well as their particle size, seems to be responsible for these changes. Further, 
interatomic diffusion of the constituent elements allows the mixture to approach the 

Table 2. Chemical composition of precipitates and the matrix in a sintered specimen. 
   _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Shape Ni atom% Ti atom% Compound 

Sharp Edge 75.60 27.20 Ni3Ti 
Round 57.76 42.57 Ni3 Ti2 
Matrix 49.36 50.69 NiTi 

     _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Variation of the amount of unstable precipitate Ni3Ti with the milling time. 
 
 

 
                                   35                 40               45                50              55              60 

2θ 
 

Figure 9. XRD pattern of Ni-Ti mixture milled for 24 hr under atmosphere and then 
annealed for 1 hr at 920 ºC under purified argon. 
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stoichiometric NiTi chemical composition and results in reduction of the amount of 
the metastable Ni3Ti phase. Sintering will also affect the change of the composition 
of Ni3Ti towards NiTi. Small amount of meta-stable compound Ni3Ti2 can also form 
in the samples milled especially for lower periods (10-12 hr). The presence of the 
Ni3Ti and Ni3Ti2 compounds has adverse effects on high-temperature workability of 
the specimens,[38] and their elimination would improve the hot rolling characteristics 
of the mechanically alloyed specimens. 
     Experimental studies showed that the milling under atmosphere resulted in the 
formation of TiO, Ti2O3, and TiO2 phases; whereas TiO and Ti2O3 were unstable 
and diminished with the milling time. Enthalpies of the oxidation reactions 
facilitated the formation of the intermetallic NiTi crystalline compound. Figure 9 
illustrates the relative amounts of the phases produced after 24 hr milling under 
atmospheric conditions followed by 1 hr annealing at 920°C under purified argon. 
 
 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. The amounts of amorphization and diffusion are functions of the milling 
time, milling speed, and the charge ratio. 

2. The porosity percentage will decrease with increasing of the milling time. 
3. The amounts of the intermetallic compounds generally decrease with 

increasing of the milling time. 
4. Two opposite parameter will affect the transition temperatures: (1) the 

refinement of the powder particles, and (2) the stored energy in powders that 
cause faster recovery, recrystallization, and grain growth. 
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